
















VIII. SCORING 

A.  INTERPOOL MEETS

1. Visiting team coaches should upload their respective entry files to the meet management site by 9:00 pm the day before the meet, while the home team should upload their entry files and complete the meet merge function by 9:30 pm the same evening.  If this process does not go smoothly, the home team should contact the Rules Chairman or another VPSU-designated software support administrator to address the issue or develop alternate scoring plans.  Note that coaches do not need to choose the composition of their relays prior to the meet.
2. Changes to the meet entries will be permitted in the following cases:
(1) If a swimmer scheduled to swim for points cannot compete in an event, an exhibition swimmer may take the place of the points-scoring swimmer.
(2) In the case of a rain delay, swimmers that were not entered for the original meet may be added to events vacated by swimmers scheduled to swim for points who cannot compete in the rescheduled event.
(3) Changes to exhibition heats may be made for any reason.
Qualifying substitutions can be made by a coach by presenting a properly filled out timer card for the substitute to the scorekeepers at any time before the swimmers for the event in question take the "on deck" benches. The scorekeeper will revise scoring software accordingly, and the swimmer may report to the "on deck" area with the timer card. Coaches should notify the scorer’s table of a substitution with as much advance notice as possible. Discrepancies between the score sheet and the timer cards delivered to the scorekeepers after a race shall be referred to the Referee for possible disqualification.  
3. Complete relay timer cards shall be submitted by the coaches to the Referee as soon as possible after the last individual event; coaches shall turn in these cards three (3) minutes after being informed of the score at the end of the individual events. A completed relay card shall constitute the full names and ages of all swimmers on the relay team. The Referee shall place his or her initials on the relay cards and shall cause them to be delivered to the Head Lane Timer of each lane in which relays will be swum. Once the relay cards have been submitted to the Referee, no changes will be allowed. 
4. The scorekeepers shall determine the official times from each lane from the watch readings recorded on the timer cards for each regular event and exhibition heat. After eliminating disqualified swimmers, placement shall be determined solely on the basis of official times except when the official time must be determined from less than two watch readings, when large discrepancies in recorded watch times suggest a transcription error or when evaluation of across-the-board data indicates a different order of finish. Such cases shall be referred to the Referee who shall determine placement after consulting the across-the-board judge's record of the finish. Determination of placement shall be in accordance with Article 102 of the current USA Swimming Rules and Regulations. In cases where judges' decisions alter the order of placement according to time, the score sheet and timer cards should be clearly marked as such. Ties in placement shall not be broken and each swimmer will be awarded the highest place which may have been attained. 
5. For all individual events, five (5) points shall be awarded for first place, three (3) points for second place, and one (1) point for third place. 
6. The winning relay team shall be awarded seven (7) points, the losing team none
7. In case of ties, points for the tying and next position(s) will be added and divided equally between the tying swimmers. 
8. When an individual or relay is disqualified, the following places will move up accordingly and points awarded them. 
9. Care shall be taken to see that the names, official times and places of all participants, including exhibition swimmers, are accurately recorded on the scoring software. Swimmers that have been disqualified shall not have a time or place recorded on the score sheet for the event, but the disqualification shall be indicated by the term "DQ". 
10. The results file from the scoring software, a copy of which shall be retained by the Meet Director, shall be the official meet record. At the conclusion of the meet, timer cards and disqualification slips shall be given to the respective coaches who must retain them for one (1) week. 



Use this to enter results on the computer 
Hand enter results with this printable scoresheet:  backup

During the meet, you may enter results to the computer during the meet, or hand enter them onto the printable score sheet.
If using the printable score sheet, you will need to enter the results to computer later in order to submit final results to the VPSU rules chair (vpsu.rules@gmail.com)



From VPSU rules:
15. The Meet Referee shall e-mail the results file from the approved scoring software, including all exhibition swimming results to the Rules Chairman  and the VPSU webmaster within 24 hours of the meet..  If additional time is needed, the Meet Referee may request an extension from the Rules Chairman.

E-mail to:  vpsu.rules@gmail.com


